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In this note we shall show that the Graph Reconstruction Conjecture (also called the 
Kelly-Ulam conjecture [l, p. 11-j) is equivalent to aconjecture about the algebraic proper&s of 
certain directed trees and their homomorphic images. We shall also show that the Graph 
Reconstruction Conjecture is equivalent torecognizing the (abstract) group of a graph from 
the tree (generalized “deck”) of the graph. 
1. The tree of a graph 
A p-permu&.xtion tree is a dfyected rooted. tree witk. d! arcs directed from the 
root with end points colored either 0 or 1 where the points of such a tree are the 
non-repeating sequenced of integers chosen from [l, p] of length less ihan or 
equal to p -2 (including the empty sequence p1, the root, of length 0), and a point 
u is adjacent to uk for k ~[l, p]-u. 
Suppose T is a p=,permutation tree such that the color on each end point 
depends only on the elements of the sequence and not their order. We define a 
directed rooted acyclic graph Tk called the quotielat of T as follows. The points of 
r* are the subsets of [l, p] of size less than or equal to p -2. A point v is 
adjacent to u U(k) for k E [l, pJ- v. The end points of T* are colored either 0 or 
1 according to the color 01 any of the corresponding end points of T. 
When we consider homomorphisms and isomorphisms betwe,en graphs with 
colored points, we always require colorj to be preserved by the maps. If T is a 
p-permutation tree with quotient 7’” there is a natural homomorphism * from T 
onto T* which takes a sequence to the set of its elements. 
If G is a graph on the p points l,.. ., p we associate to @ the p-permutation 
tree TE defined as follows: if u = u,, . . . Q.__~ is an end point of TG then u is 
colored 1 if and only if G - (ul, . . . , q_,} is isomorphic to K2, i.e., has one Ike. 
C”J~nously TG alwr,ys has a quotient. If I is a gaphical invariant, then I is said to 
be recugnizabie if two graphs with isomorphic trees have the same value of 1. 
We shall prove the following theorems. 
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Theorem 1. The fdl~wing statements are equivalent. 
(1) ‘The Graph Reconstruction Conjecture is We. 
(2) ,F%r any isomorphic p-permutation trees T,, T2 with q dotients fl, g, respec- 
tively, tke are isomorphisms i, i” such that rhe foIlowi+xg diagranl commures 
Theorem 2. The j’c,Swing statements are equivalent. 
(1 I The Graph Pr,.c~struction Conjecture is true. 
(2) The (abstr(,-t) grc*lp of a gruph is recognizable. 
Theorem 3. The f( kwing sraternenzs are equivalent. 
(1) The Graph I :econstruction Conjec:ure is true. 
(2) A graph is elf-complementary if and only if it anl! iis complement have 
isomorphic trees. 
Lemma 1. The following statements are equivaletit. 
I1 ) The Graph Reconsrructiort Conjecture is true. 
(2) Two graphs are isomorphic if and only if their frees are. 
Proof. First observe that any isomnrphism of two graphs naturally estenc!s to an 
isomorphism of their trees upon identifying one element sequences with their 
elements. Next, let G be any graph and u = v,, . . . , ok a point of T,; set 
G(t) = G-iv,, . . . , &). If VU,, . . . , vu,,, .are all the points of Tc adjacent from v, 
then G(vu,), . . . , G(vu,,) is a deck of G(v). 
Now suppose (1) and that i is an isomcarphism of TG, onto ‘TcGzr for points v of 
Tci, we prove by induction on p-2-length(v) that G,(v) is isotnorphic to 
GJi(v)). 
Pasis: p-2-length(v) =O. We have I&z G,(U) ~3 v is collared 1 C3 i(v) is 
colored 1 CS GJi(v)) = K, and I? 2~ G,(v) e v is colored O<$ i(v) is colored 
0 @ G,(i(v)) = K,. 
Induc-tion step: p - 2 -length(v) > 0. Lczt UU,, . . . , vu,, be all ,the polints of Tci, 
alljacen. from v, tiler) i(vu,), . . . , i(vu,,) are all th.3 points of Tc., adjacenr from 
i(r I. Since length(vu, ) = length(v) + 1, for 1 si S m, hy the induc&osr hypothesis 
each G,(vu,) is isomorphic to G,(i(tx+)). Thus by the second observal:ion abovc 
ar,d ‘1) G,(c) is isomorphic 10 G2(v!. 
Thus G, = E,(@j =z GZ(i(f4)) =t G*(g) = Ci2 and (1) implies (2). 
Finall;, suppose (2). For any p-permut;ition tre.e T with point v Ict 7’(v) be the 
sJbtree of ‘T rcoted at L‘. Let G, a.nd G2 \>e given with point set [I. p] and suppose 
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1~ is a permutation of [l, p] such that for i E [l, p] G1 -(i} is isomorphic to 
G,-{v(j)). I: follows that 
TG,(J’) = TG,-fi) = T&+TTci))= Tc,M)), 
SC\ To, = TG2 hence G, is isomorphic to Gz. Thus (2) implies cl). 
Lemama 2. Two gmphs are isomorphic if and only if the quotients of their trees are. 
Prdof. First observe that any isomorphism of two graphs naturally extends to an 
isJmorphism of the quotients of their trees upon identifying singleton sets with 
tl weir elements. 
Suppose we are given G, and G2 and i” an isomorphism of Pol onto p&. 
Again we assume G1 and Gz have point set [l, p]. Define a permutation r of 
[1, p] by seiting n(j) = k if i*({j}> = {k). We shall show for each point u of c, 
that i*(u) = 7 (u), where r(u) = ‘[n(x): x E u}, by induction on IV]. 
Basis : It.11 S 1. The basis case iholds by definition. 
Induction step: Is!> 1. Let u = (u,, . _ . , v,}; the points of PG, adjacent to u are 
just u -(u,}, . . * , 2; -(u,,,} so by the induction hypothesis i*(u) is adjacent from 
7T(tJ) -MJ,)~, * f . , n(v) - (a(u,>}. Since m 2 2 
i*(V) = u (7&J)-{?r(u$) = 7r(u). 
leq-:m 
Finally z is an is Imorphism from G1 onto Gz since i adj,, k #[I, p]--{j, k} is 
colored 1 in pG, (: cl, p]--{?r(+& T(k)} is coitiiecl 1 in T&U ~(1) adj,: T(k). 
Lemma 3. Each pef-mutacic;n tree with a quotient is the tree of some graph. 
Proof. Given a p-permutation tree 7’ with a quotient, to define G such that T = .I> 
define j adj, k ij [I ) p]--cj, kj is colored 1 in 7’“. 
We shall now prove Theorem 1. 
Proof d Thevcem 1. Suppose (1) and let T, and T2 be isomorphic permutation 
trees with quotients. By Lemma 3 there are G, and G2 such that T, = TG, and 
T2 = Td,. By (1) and Lemma 1 G, and G1 are isomorphic. Let r be an isomorph- .: 
ism from 6, onto G2. Let i be the natural extension of i which results from 
identifying one element sequences with their elements and let I” be the n,s:ural 
extension of i” which results from identifying singleton sets with their elements. 
We have 
i**(q,. . . , +)=i*(v,,. . ~ v,j={i(u,),. . . . t(vk)) 
= +(&.I,), . . . , i(t+cjj= *ii(3,, . . , a,), 
so the appropriate diagram commutes. 
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Suppose (2). For any G, and GZ, if T,, is isomorphic to TGZ then pG, is 
isomorphic to 7Ti, so by Lemma 2 G, is isomol-phic to G2. Thus (1) follows by 
Lemma 1: - 
It is worth observing here that (2) cannot be strengthened to make * into :I 
functor fcJl’ the appropriate categories. For example, any automorphism of q4 
which involves transposing 1 and 2, and 23 and 12 does not commute with ani 
automorphism of TzJ. 
2. Recognizable invtiants 
WC now consider recognizable invariants. Many invariants are easily proved 
recognizable, e.g., number of points, number of lines, degree sequence, number of 
components, connectivity, cycle rank, arboricity, and point independence number. 
A complete invariant is recognizable if and only if the Graph Reconstruction 
Conjecttlre is true. The second theorem sa;, d that this is also true for some 
invarians which are not complete. 
In order to prove ‘Theorems 2 and 3 it is useful to reformulate the existence of 
an isornorphism from the tree of G, onto the tree of G2 as the existence of a 
“winnlnc; s,irategy” for I game between two players I and II. I’he game is played 
as follovl<. Players 1 and II alternately choose points from G, and G2 respectively 
for less than or equal to p-2 Doves (player I can stop whenever he wants). For 
piayer II to Nil: hc must &oose ,Joints from G2 in such a way that al! possible 
day of the game cletcrmine ar. isomorphism from TC;, onto T,,. 
Lemma 4. If rite Grc7ph Reconstruction Coniomre is false, then the (abstract) 
group of a graph is rior recognizable. 
Proof. Suppose G;, and Gz have isomor)hic trees, the same group, and are 1’3t 
l~.omorpbic. Set G = G, U G, and H = G, U G,. We shall show that G and M hn:re 
different groups bui the same tree. 
Sirice (3,. G, can be assumed to be co:mected, by Theorems 14.5 and 14..6, p. 
166 of [l] 
We now show that there is an isomoThism frolm T;; o.ito T,, by showing that 
player II ha!) ,3 win ling strategy for the game determirred by 5 and N. Since G, 
and G2 have isomorphic trees, player ;I has a winni~lg strategy for the game 
determined by C; ;md GZ. Obviously, he also has a wintiing strategy for the gatne 
&?~rmined by 6, and G,. He can win the game determined by G and H by 
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choosing points in the summaud corresponding :J where I chooses, and choosing 
according to his winning strategy for the corresponding game. 
Theorem 2 follows easily from Lemmas 1 and 4. 
We now proceed to prove Theorem 3. 
Lemma 5. If the Graph Reconstiuction Conjecture is false then there is a non-self- 
complementary graph with a tree isomorphic to the tree of its complement. 
P’roof. If the Graph Reconstxxction Conjecutre is false, since connectivity is 
recognizable, there are non-isomorphic connected G, and G2 with isomorphic 
trees. Define a graph %(G,, G2) as follows. %L(G1, G,) is obtairred from G1 U G, U 
G.,U G, by adding all possible lines between the ith and i + 1st summand for 
1s i G 3. In [2] we observe that for arbitrary connected G and H with the same 
number of points %(G, Hj = B(H, G), and G is isomorphic to H if and only if 
%(G, H) is se;f-complementary. It remains to show that %(G,, G,) and %(G,, G,) 
have Esomoqhic trees. 
We show that player 11 has a winning strategy for the game determined by 
Yl(G,, Gz) and %(G,, G,). Since G,. and Gz have isomorphic trees player II has 
winning strategies for the games determined by G, and Gz, and Gz and d,. He 
can win the game determined by YUG1, G2) and ‘%(Gz, G,) by choosing points in 
the sum:mand corresponding tc where I chooses, and choosing according to his 
winning strategy for the corresponding game. 
Theorem 3 follows easily from Lemmas 1 and 5. 
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